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Following the rise of public concern in the 1970s about the dangers of
pollution and industrially produced risks, especially connected with
the use of nuclear power, there has been a growing interest in the his-
tory of human relationships with nature. While environmental histo-
ry never gained the same prominence as, for example, women’s his-
tory, it has certainly become an accepted part of the discipline. After
an initial emphasis on fairly general texts about former attitudes
towards nature, the majority of studies has become increasingly
empirical and specialized, often dealing less with ideas than with the
concrete interactions between humans and their environment. This
trend has not only led to an enormous increase in our historical
knowledge, it has also produced a different understanding of envi-
ronmentalism: the search for a better past, which was supposed to
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guide us into re-discovering an attitude in harmony with nature, was
largely replaced by a growing awareness that human changes to the
environment have a long history. The need to use natural resources
to maintain human existence has always had the capacity to cause
environmental damage or even destruction, and the difficulties in
finding a sustainable way of life mark the whole of history. Relations
between humans and the nature around them obviously change over
time. However, the differences between different epochs are not
black and white, but, to use Thomas Nipperdey’s famous image, a
whole range of greys. 

The growing number of specialized studies has made it increas-
ingly difficult to remain up to date, especially as work relevant to
environmental history is, I shall argue, done in many different aca-
demic disciplines. Fortunately, over recent years there has been a
wave of more general studies, largely by old practitioners, trying to
offer a synthesis in their areas of expertise. This review article looks
at these major attempts to summarize the results of many years of
research in their respective fields, as they give a good indication of
the range of issues, perspectives and interpretations connected with
the history of the relationship between humans and nature. 

As environmental history deals with human beings and their
habitats, studies can put their emphasis on either of the two. At one
end of the spectrum is the history of the landscape in Central Europe
by the biologist Hansjörg Küster. As historians tend to concentrate on
human activities, this book is a good reminder that nature has never
been stable or passive. It evolved, frequently in dramatic or even ‘cat-
astrophic’ forms, before human beings appeared on the scene, and it
has continued to have a strong influence on our lives to the present
day. On the other hand, the book also shows very forcefully the influ-
ence humans have had on the landscape since the last ice age. While
hunters and gatherers still largely adapted to their environment, hav-
ing no more impact on nature than large animals, even the early agri-
culturists made an important difference by clearing land and plant-
ing their crops, by letting their domestic animals find food in the
forests, by promoting a larger variety of biotopes and species, by
influencing river beds, by causing soil erosion etc. The influence of
changing human activities on the landscape—for example, develop-
ments in agriculture, the extension of human settlement into initially
unsuitable areas such as moors, road building, the regulation of
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rivers, the growth of cities, and the different stages of industrializa-
tion—had an impact on the landscape at all the different stages of his-
tory. 

Küster’s account makes it abundantly clear that we can find no
wilderness untouched by human beings in Central Europe, and no
‘natural state’ one might want to rediscover—only landscapes which
arise from a combination of geographical, biological, and human
influences. However, Küster also pays a price for his attempt to show
human beings as just one factor in an ever-evolving landscape. In this
broad picture, human activities are almost as depersonalized as nat-
ural forces, because one does not get a sense of human choice. While
it is true that human beings, like other animals, have to use and thus
influence their environment, their activities are quite varied accord-
ing to cultural belief systems, social practices, and political orienta-
tion. Küster’s largely geographical and biological history of the land-
scape offers very useful background knowledge for the historian, but
the range of human activities he considers (mainly economic ones) is
rather limited. Especially developments in the modern period, when
the human factor increased vastly in importance, are thus inade-
quately explained in this book. Furthermore, the emphasis on histor-
ical change at all stages in natural and human history is simultane-
ously strangely ahistorical, as this ‘change’ seems to acquire the sta-
tus of an unchanging universal. There is, for instance, no argument
about possible distinctions between substantially different epochs,
although it seems obvious that the gradual increase in the range and
number of human activities with a corresponding growth of their
impact on the environment eventually accumulate to make qualita-
tive differences.

Hansjörg Küster’s book is very visual. Not only is it beautifully
illustrated, but Küster also frequently points out that the evidence for
the story he tells is still visible in today’s landscape. This ability to
explain the shape and appearance of today’s landscape is a great
strength of this book. For me it was a real eye-opener. Since reading
it, I have recognized many more consequences of past human activi-
ties on the landscape around me. In contrast to Küster, Rolf Peter
Sieferle puts forward a far more abstract functional argument: a uni-
versal model for the whole of environmental history. In reaction to
visions of an idyllic past, Sieferle also stresses the historicity of our
surroundings, but his main aim is to distinguish three epochs of envi-
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ronmental history: hunter and gatherer societies, agricultural soci-
eties, and industrial societies. There are, of course, many ways to dis-
tinguish between these three types of societies, but Sieferle regards
their respective energy systems as the most fundamental difference:
Hunter and gatherers adapt to the natural environment as it is and
live off the food which grows as a result of unmodified solar energy.
Agricultural societies alter their environment and thus use solar
energy to produce plants in a culturally shaped landscape. Industrial
societies use fossil energy, which allows for unprecedented growth in
a ‘total’ (that is, wholly artificial) landscape. Sieferle accepts that
energy systems do not determine societies, but he suggests that they
set clearly definable limits to their structure and activities. 

As all energy on earth ultimately derives from the sun, it seems
compelling to conceptualize material production and consumption in
societies as energy systems, which use solar energy in very different
forms. Given the frequently moralistic tone of early works in envi-
ronmental history, it is also understandable that Sieferle tries to break
with normative judgements. To him, history is a process of chal-
lenges, especially Malthusian population growth, and more or less
successful responses to them. If society fails to find an adequate
response to the challenges, it remains at the same structural level and
sections of the population starve to death. If it develops, the popula-
tion grows to a new limit and is faced with new challenges. This
approach has the advantage of clarity: it is a simple framework which
succeeds in explaining important elemental features of the types of
societies Sieferle distinguishes. On the other hand, it obviously
excludes a great deal. All the variations between different societies of
the same type, especially marked in agricultural and modern soci-
eties, are no longer important. In 1984, Sieferle wrote the fascinating
book Fortschrittsfeinde? (Enemies of Progress?) on environmental
thought, but within the framework he employs here, culture and pol-
itics are mere surface phenomena. 

The explanatory scope of Sieferle’s approach, which follows the
same logic as the Club of Rome study on ‘The Limits of Growth’
(1972), is restricted. Energy systems might set ultimate limits to a
society, but in reality there are so many more or less efficient or sus-
tainable ways of using energy that the ultimate limit does not seem
to play a decisive role in determining human behaviour, at least in
complex societies. Pollution or humanly induced climate changes do
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not come into central focus with this emphasis on energy consump-
tion, although they are a more immediate problem than a possible
exhaustion of energy. Nor is the change from one system to another
as simple as the challenge-response model suggests. Many pre-mod-
ern societies restricted the birth rate and developed a relationship
with their environment which was sustainable at least for very long
periods of time; innovations in agriculture, such as the change from
the three-field to the two-field system, could dramatically increase
the production of food; and, for example, it is unlikely that there was
a dramatic lack of timber at the end of the nineteenth century which
made the change to fossil energy necessary (see for example Radkau,
pp. 168 ff., 235 ff., and 245 ff.). On the other hand, Sieferle is clearly
right in stating that the enormous economic growth of the last 200
years has only been possible because of an abundance of fossil ener-
gy. But how can he explain the dramatic changes since the 1950s,
whose importance he clearly recognizes, when economic develop-
ment continues to be based largely on fossil energy?

Rolf Peter Sieferle’s account is fatalistic. As the industrial system
is in the process of using up all fossil energy, it is bound to collapse
eventually. If not even the wars of the first half of the twentieth cen-
tury could significantly influence the dynamics of this process, he
argues, it seems unlikely that humans will gain control over this
process just because they have become increasingly aware of the neg-
ative consequences. However, changes are always difficult to predict
because by definition they break with the past, and Sieferle’s opinion
is largely determined by his own approach. If one ignores human
agency, the story one gets is bound to be deterministic. 

While Sieferle believes that the ability of humans to make a dif-
ference to their historical development is extremely limited, he simul-
taneously holds the opinion that we have moved into a world where
nature is replaced by a purely artificial environment. The ‘total land-
scape’ he regards as typical of the mature industrial age is not only
an ever-changing, dynamic landscape, it is also completely deter-
mined by human activities. According to Sieferle, even a decision to
preserve nature does not alter this state of affairs. ‘However, if we
define nature as opposite to culture’, he asks, ‘does it not, then, fol-
low that the protection of nature by culture turns it into culture? The
demand for the protection of nature is thus a sign of the complete vic-
tory of culture, which will complete the destruction of nature’ (p. 24).
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This argument, which explains the title Rückblick auf die Natur
(Looking back at Nature), might appear plausible at first sight, but is,
in my opinion, flawed. It is true that in the nuclear age humankind
has acquired the ability to destroy nature, but our existence and the
landscape around us still depend on many natural processes. The fact
that we can destroy something does not mean that we can under-
stand, control, or create it. While the creation of a nature reserve is
the outcome of a human decision, developments in the nature reserve
(or in other parts of the landscape), though they might be managed
by humans, are to a large extent not in human hands. Nor is it neces-
sarily inevitable that we are moving into a total, completely artificial
landscape. Humankind has gained the ability to interfere with every-
thing on this planet, but one can still hope that we will also learn the
wisdom of, as Heidegger and the Beatles put it, ‘letting it be’ and
allowing things to develop according to their own nature. It is in-
creasingly hard to identify something completely natural in the civi-
lized world, yet there are still obvious differences of degree in natu-
ralness between, say, a nature reserve, a corn field, and a building.
Instead of denying all human agency without compelling reason, it
seems more important to concentrate on studying the variety of more
or less successful human interactions with the environment.

While Sieferle employs an explicitly theoretical approach, which
is strong in highlighting important points but also produces black
spots, Franz-Josef Brüggemeier produces a more traditional histori-
cal narrative. The title, Tschernobyl, 26. April 1986: Die ökologische
Herausforderung, might lead one to expect a global environmental his-
tory, or a history of nuclear power, but the book is on environmental
history in Germany since the beginning of industrialization. How-
ever, the book is extremely useful and provides an excellent
overview. It gives fairly even weight to the different epochs and is
always well-informed. Despite being quite dense, the text is highly
readable. The wealth of information never overwhelms the main
argument, and Brüggemeier displays an admirable ability to make
clear and well-considered judgements. The book is not merely a reli-
able text book, it also offers the expert new insights.

The author describes the environmental problems of the last 200
years as well as the whole range of responses to them, ranging from
legal battles and legislation to expert opinions and social protest
movements. If the history of environmental thought is dealt with
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comparatively briefly, this corresponds to a general tendency among
current environmental historians to give preference to the concrete
and practical. Brüggemeier accepts the value of aesthetic or emotion-
al arguments in the context of the nineteenth century, but his sympa-
thies clearly lie more with scientific analysis and technical solutions.
In that sense, he seems to regard the development of environmental-
ism as a story of progress: as knowledge grew, emotional arguments
could gradually be replaced by hard facts, scientific analysis, and
rational strategies to overcome environmental problems. Brügge-
meier acknowledges that social movements have been important in
popularizing issues and exerting pressure on politicians, but he also
warns of the dangers of sensationalism and over-reactions. He dis-
misses calls from extreme environmentalists for an eco-dictatorship,
but stresses the importance of professional experts. There seems to be
an implicit assumption in this book that environmental damage is a
technical problem, which can be solved if the sole emphasis on eco-
nomic growth increasingly becomes a thing of the past. In contrast to
the majority of environmental historians, Brüggemeier thus finishes
his book on an optimistic note. The continued concern with green
issues, the many environmental non-government organizations, the
growing number of scientists working in the field, and the many
institutions involved with the issue guarantee, he argues, that the
topic will not go away. Furthermore, successes over the last decades
in achieving a cleaner environment are taken as proof that policies
can make a positive difference.

While the strength of Franz-Josef Brüggemeier’s book lies in the
strong and clear lines of argument it presents, Joachim Radkau’s text,
Natur und Macht, is impressive because of its richness and multi-
faceted nature. The former tends towards a scientific and technolog-
ical ideal of environmentalism; the latter is strongly in favour of local
practices. Radkau’s book is truly global in scope. It roams in time and
space while dealing with a wealth of topics ranging from hunters and
gatherers to globalization, from subsistence farming to colonialism,
from forestry in Germany to water culture in Venice and Holland,
and intensive farming in Asia. Radkau is clearly up to date with cur-
rent international research, and his discussions are always knowl-
edgeable, full of detail and thought-provoking. In contrast to most
general readings, this book is a real treasure box containing a wealth
of little known, but highly revealing facts and details.
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Radkau’s convictions and ideals guide his selection of material
and arguments. He believes that attitudes towards nature are always
intertwined with questions of power and interest; thus environmen-
talism is always political. He argues against the ideal of ‘wilderness’,
so strong in North American environmentalism, putting forward
instead the ideal of a well-managed garden, that is, a sustainable,
careful, even intimate human management of nature. He rejects
demands for a non-anthropocentric environmentalism and is scepti-
cal about all normative judgements apart from today’s most widely
accepted one: for him environmentalism is ultimately founded on the
human wish for survival which, he argues, is at the basis of the strug-
gle for sustainability. Radkau is deeply distrustful of central forces
from the top. Instead of national or international authorities, scientif-
ic plans or grand technical projects, philosophical ideals or religious
convictions, he favours the regional, the multitude, and the concrete
interest. To put it briefly: his ideal is a world full of regional variety,
where all different human interests in the use of natural resources are
recognized and balanced. Environmentalists, he argues, should not
pretend to care for the environment as such, but should aim for a
usage of, say, the river which gives all the interests of fishermen,
farmers, electricity consumers, people drinking the water, bathers
etc. their due. The idea of breaking with anthropocentrism is nothing
but an illusion for Radkau, as humans are always led by their own
interests. He is not in favour of using nature to the maximum, but
only because humanity needs reserves in order to be prepared for the
unexpected. For Radkau, then, environmentalism is in conflict with
the wish for short-term profits or the exploitation of regional
resources by outside forces, but is essentially identical with sensible,
long-term, largely materialistic human interests. 

With these convictions, which will concern us later, as a founda-
tion, Radkau discusses different cultures’ relationships to their envi-
ronments. He does not explain why he chooses particular examples
from what is, in principle, an endless number of regional variants,
thus side-stepping the question of representativeness. However, it
has to be acknowledged that the book covers a wide and interesting
variety of cases. The case studies reveal Radkau’s love of the multi-
tude and the concrete. While the text is organized around major the-
ories and debates in environmental history, at least this reader was
frequently overwhelmed by the wealth of detail. For every fact there
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seems to be an opposing fact, for every plausible interpretation, a
contrasting but equally plausible one. This method can rightly show
the complexity of issues and the danger of simplistic answers, but
working with juxtapositions is often also the expression of a failure
to search for a common logic behind different phenomena, or a belat-
ed statement of this logic. Furthermore, after a few case studies, the
final conclusion becomes rather predictable. If sustainability is the
major normative criterion, all societies which have survived for any
length of time must have got the running of things right, even if they
were unable to react successfully when circumstances eventually
changed. 

Radkau rightly criticizes environmental histories in which human
beings are always the villains, but he also tells a story of decline, at
least with regard to modern history. With the growing interference of
central powers in the regions, growing specialization and trade rela-
tions, increasing imports from colonies to overcome shortages at
home, industrialization and its exploitation of fossil energy, and con-
sumerism starting in the 1950s, humankind has clearly moved away
from sustainability and self-reliant regions. Following the logic of
globalization theories, Rolf Peter Sieferle even argues that the fasci-
nation with variety is a short-lived phenomenon. In traditional soci-
eties large sections of humanity did not know about regional differ-
ences because they were largely stationary, and with growing mobil-
ity these differences are bound to disappear. Sieferle’s opinion is, of
course, not uncontested, as critics of one-dimensional globalization
theories have made a good case for the continued importance of
regional differences even in a global world. Radkau, however, takes
a dismissive view of globalization without really showing how his
ideals of regionalism, grass-roots democracy, or the power of lay
people in (often highly technical) environmental debates can be real-
ized in today’s world. Nor are the difficult aspects of his ideals ade-
quately addressed. How is regionalism supposed to deal with global
problems like climate change? If private property and limits on
migration are strengthened, what happens to poorer regions? If self-
interest is the most reliable motivation, how can we ensure that the
interests of other regions and of future generations (which is, after all,
the fundamental principle of sustainability) are recognized? And is
the focus on sustainability not too narrow, as humans do not live by
bread alone? Radkau’s wide-ranging book is immensely knowledge-
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able, useful, and thought-provoking, but his rather unsystematic
approach leaves many questions open. 

The books discussed so far have largely concentrated on the mate-
rial aspects of environmentalism. However, the ecological movement
has not only been concerned with avoiding disaster by moving
towards a sustainable way of existence. It has also hoped that a life in
harmony with nature would be qualitatively better. Many green
dreams were unrealistic and naive in presenting highly personal
ideals as having the alleged authority of ‘nature’, and the attempt
among contemporary environmental historians in Germany to aban-
don all ‘romanticism’ is an understandable reaction to this. However,
should we limit ourselves merely to describing different human rela-
tionships with the environment as Sieferle suggests, instead of open-
ly stating that we prefer a less violent and exploitative relationship
with the environment, in the same way as contemporary political his-
torians should prefer a democracy to a dictatorship? Do we have to
limit ourselves to the ideal of sustainability, as if human beings were
concerned only about bread and butter issues? Radkau vigorously
denies the possibility of breaking with anthropocentrism because, he
argues, nature has no voice, and humans will always think and act
from their own perspective. However, even the concept of sustain-
ability demands a break with individual egotism and the collective
egotism of all human beings living now, although future generations,
whose rights we are supposed to consider, do not have a voice and a
different perspective from ours. Also, the rejection of cruelty to ani-
mals is based on the assumption that we can identify and fight for the
interests of non-human forms of life. While one can well argue that
self-interest is the most powerful motivation for environmentalism,
the attempt to avoid normative judgements or limit oneself to the
demand for human survival is based on a narrow understanding of
what human existence is about and a denial that some agreement can
be reached over normative issues. Radkau advocates development
towards a more sustainable lifestyle; but this cannot happen without
the power of normative ideas or cultural belief systems to control the
immediate interests of the present generation. 

The last two books under review, which are not environmental
histories in a narrow sense, but nevertheless highly relevant to the
question of different historical attitudes towards nature, address
these wider issues. The philosopher Klaus Michael Meyer-Abich,
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who is not only an extremely productive scholar but was also, in the
1980s, an advisor to the Social Democratic shadow cabinet and a
Senator in Hamburg, argues that the environmental problems we
face today are the result of a faulty understanding of ourselves and
the world around us. Instead of realizing that we are sons and
daughters of this world, he argues, we behave like invaders from
outer space. Instead of recognizing that we realize our own potential
in aiming for a life in harmony with nature, we try to establish
omnipotence over nature. While Meyer-Abich draws an extremely
negative picture of present conditions, he is careful to avoid a story
of historical decline or presenting humans as eternal villains. Rather,
he sees the current environmental problems as a necessary challenge.
For him it is positive that humanity gained awareness, power, and
some freedom to choose its form of existence, because he regards this
as nature’s will to gain self-consciousness. However, freedom implies
responsibility and the possibility of failure. As modern human beings
are no longer in a state of childhood, they have to accept responsibil-
ity by trying to find an appropriate space for themselves on this earth
and organizing their lives sensibly.

For Meyer-Abich the wrong attitude towards the world around us
has a long history. While he does not condemn all forms of
Christianity, he attacks the idea of an omniscient God dominating
over nature and favours a pantheistic religion instead. Like many
writers before him, he is equally critical of science and technology
which seeks to gain for humanity the omniscience and omnipotence
which has previously been attributed to God. He thus argues that
since the scientific revolution of the Renaissance period, humans
have gradually developed the wrong attitude towards the natural
world. As this attitude has come to threaten human existence, he
wants to remind his readers of, as the title states, a ‘forgotten dream’:
that of feeling at home in this world by living in harmony with our
fellow human beings and the nature around us. As long as humani-
ty was in a child-like state of weakness and dependency, it could
afford to be egoistical, but now it has to break with individual and
species egotism, that is, anthropocentrism, and develop a feeling of
solidarity with the whole of nature. This attitude would not only
ensure human survival, but would also allow humans to realize their
best potential and make an important contribution towards creating
a better world. Like Radkau, Meyer-Abich envisages the ideal human
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being as a gardener, but his vision is much more far-reaching. He
believes that the caring hands of the gardener can improve the world
not only in line with humanity’s interests, but also in the interests of
nature as a whole.

Many of Meyer-Abich’s ideas are rather too speculative to appeal
to historians (and I suspect also to many philosophers). However, the
book has strong points. It serves as a reminder that it is quite legiti-
mate to have a clear purpose in studying a subject; it argues philo-
sophically that the idea of breaking with anthropocentrism and
accepting the rights of nature around us is not as absurd as many
contemporary environmental historians seem to think; and it con-
tains many interesting passages on the ways in which nature has
been perceived in philosophical and religious thought, primarily
since the Renaissance. However, I was not convinced by Meyer-
Abich’s claim that he is reminding us of a largely ‘forgotten dream’.
First, the dream he outlines is not foreign to our times, but has been
put forward frequently since the 1970s. The book does not engage in
an open dialogue with unfamiliar ideas of the past; rather, the past is
read selectively in the light of Meyer-Abich’s present interests and
concerns. Thus it is less a forgotten dream that we find in this book
than a dream shared by the author and quite a few metaphysically
minded deep green ecologists. Secondly, Meyer-Abich does not show
when the dream of a life in harmony with nature was ever forgotten.
Even if we accept the argument that history took a dangerous turn
with the scientific revolution in the early modern period, we must
not overlook that there have always been critical voices arguing for a
different relationship with nature. 

After all, Meyer-Abich himself builds on modern thinkers such as
Kant, Goethe, Herder, and Heidegger to develop his ideas, and over
the last thirty years a whole tradition of voices critical of modernity’s
growing domination over nature has been re-discovered. As the son
of the well-known natural philosopher, Adolf Meyer-Abich, as a stu-
dent of Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker, and as a major contributor to
the journal Scheidewege, which maintains the tradition of cultural crit-
icism in the present, Meyer-Abich obviously not only knows about
this tradition, but is deeply connected with it. Why, then, speak of a
forgotten dream? While modern science and technology have clearly
dominated public discourse, it is important to reflect on the fact that
they have always been accompanied by critical voices. Klaus Michael
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Meyer-Abich separates completely the beliefs in domination over
nature, and co-operation with nature, but in reality they have always
been connected in many ways. The idealization of a harmonious rela-
tionship with nature is largely a modern idea, a response to the grow-
ing domination over nature and the growing alienation from nature.
The ideas of domination and co-operation did not develop separate-
ly from each other; each continuously used the other to define itself,
they reacted to each other, and even learned from each other. Their
development cannot be described adequately without a realization of
this dynamic interrelationship, and it must even be asked whether
one can exist without the other. 

In their cultural history of the four elements, the brothers Gernot
and Hartmut Böhme have, in parts, a similar agenda to that of
Meyer-Abich, but they are much more cautious in their approach.
The theory of elements was first formulated by Empedocles, was
most influentially expressed by Plato and Aristotle, and was largely
accepted until the analytical sciences started to erode its foundations
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It served as the most gen-
eral explanation of nature for more than 2000 years. The elements of
fire, water, earth, and air were regarded as the most elemental build-
ing blocks. All natural phenomena were explained as a combination
of these four elements: they had evolved from these four elements
and developed in line with their character. The four elements were
thus instruments to explain natural phenomena, and served as a uni-
fying principle within the multitude of the sensory world. The
scheme of four elements could build on basic sensory experiences,
but was then developed by analogy into schemes encompassing four
winds, four seasons, four kinds of animals, four humours, four tem-
peraments etc. to explain both the macrocosm and microcosms.

The philosopher Gernot and the literary critic Hartmut Böhme
give three main reasons for writing this book. First, they are fascinat-
ed by the challenge of writing the history of a doctrine which is influ-
enced both by nature and culture. They accept that all nature of
which we speak or develop a concept is shaped by culture. On the
other hand, however, they are convinced that the element theory is
also shaped by very fundamental human experiences with nature. As
nature and culture are supposed to intermingle in this doctrine, they
regard this subject as ‘particularly appropriate for risking the
endeavour of a cultural history of nature—and simultaneously for
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showing the ineradicable traces of nature even in the most spiritual
terms’ (p. 13). Secondly, they are fascinated by the doctrine itself,
because it is based on sensory experiences. Whereas the vision of
nature in modern science is highly abstract, the element theory was
closely connected with everybody’s sensual experiences. And third-
ly, like Meyer-Abich, they hope to reconstruct a very different atti-
tude towards nature. Whereas modern thought assumes a funda-
mental difference and distance between human beings and the natu-
ral world, the element theory was less alienating, as it assumed a cor-
respondence between human beings and the cosmos or even argued
that humans were completely open to outside influences. The
authors see a correspondence between undermining the theory of the
four elements and an environmental destruction caused by modern
techno-science, and they hope that their cultural history can point to
a less manipulative, exploitative, and potentially suicidal attitude
towards nature. While they accept that there is no going back, they
believe that a ‘return of the elements’ in the present might contribute
towards a necessary change in attitude towards accepting ‘the intrin-
sic value and the intrinsic activities of nature as well as the natural-
ness of humans, that is their corporal existence (Leiblichkeit)’ (p. 311). 

Even for readers not sharing these ideals, the book is highly rec-
ommended. Its range is wide, covering not only the history of the ele-
ments in European natural philosophy, but also the role of the ele-
ments in myths about the genesis and the end of the world, discus-
sions of a possible fifth element (usually ether), the role of the ele-
ments in the understanding of human nature, and the relation of the
elements to natural catastrophes. Finally, the last chapter talks about
a possible renaissance of the elements in contemporary arts, in the
science of ecology, and esoteric thought. The choice of sources, rang-
ing from religious and philosophical texts to literature and pictures,
is not always as comprehensive as historians might wish, as they are
largely picked for their quality of content, but the interpretations are
consistently good and frequently superb. The authors clearly have
stupendous knowledge, a real feeling for the subject, and the imagi-
nation for far reaching associations without losing themselves in
speculation. 

To what extent, however, do the authors live up to the high goals
they have set for themselves? It is quite convincing that the element
theory is based much more on sensory experiences of nature than
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most modern scientific theories and models, but in terms of the
details of the theory and the variations within it, their case is much
weaker. Do the senses suggest a belief in four elements (rather than
fewer or more), or is it the wish for symmetry? Does the idea of four
humours and four temperaments derive from sensory experience?
While it makes sense to distinguish between animals of the earth, the
water, and the air, the association of reptiles with fire seems to be
based on a desire for consistency at the price of trusting the senses.
Many other examples could be listed, and they all suggest that the
large framework of the doctrine was plausible because it did not
clash with everyday experiences of nature, but it seems doubtful that
its elaboration and development were really deeply connected with
sensory experiences. It would probably take a considerable amount
of knowledge about the everyday experiences of the element theor-
ists to have any chance of demonstrating a closer connection between
sensory experiences and theoretical concepts, but this is generally not
available. 

The book’s attempt to show that premodern humans were less
distanced from nature is more successful. The fact that human beings
were supposed to be built of the same material as the world around
them, the assumed correspondence between the cosmos and human
beings, and the many theories, especially that of Lucretius and some
mystics, concerning a fluid world in which human beings are just
temporary manifestations like waves in the ever-changing stream of
elements, do point to a very different understanding of the relation-
ship between humans and nature. Medical theories which relate the
condition of the human body less to endogenous illnesses than to the
whole of the environment, or the understanding of feelings as a way
in which nature reveals itself in human beings also suggest an under-
standing of human body and identity in which the boundaries to the
outside are porous and open, and in which nature passes through the
human body, constantly leaving its mark. In these examples Gernot
and Hartmut Böhme reveal their talent for conveying to their readers
the sense of very different and often fascinating ways of thinking and
experiencing, in which the nature within and around us was seen to
have a much greater affinity, and to be in much closer communica-
tion, with our feelings and consciousness. The selection of the topic
and the texts are, as the authors readily admit, very much shaped by
their own interests, and they evade the important question of how
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and to what extent these systems of thought actually shaped practi-
cal dealings with nature. However, they achieve their goal of show-
ing less alienated attitudes towards nature not by forcing the past
into present-day moulds, but by mobilizing largely forgotten tradi-
tions to relativize opinions and emotions currently largely taken for
granted. While these past traditions cannot have a renaissance, they
might be revived to the extent that they could offer impulses and
suggestions for a change in attitude towards our own nature and the
nature around us. If we accept, for example, that humans (and thus
also their culture) are not opposites to, but parts of nature, then the
whole discussion about a ‘death of nature’, which Sieferle and many
American environmentalists have put forward, would become mean-
ingless. Their idea of humans as independent of nature, or (as long as
humankind continues to exist) of nature as independent of humans,
would appear absurd.

Environmental history has come a long way in the last two
decades. Initially often shaped by a rather naive search for villains
and fundamental alternatives to modern society, the picture has
become not only fuller, but also more differentiated and sophisticat-
ed. While early studies often focused solely on grand ideas, the
importance of daily practices is rightly stressed today (although it
should not be forgotten that humankind is rightly called animal
rationale; ideas are part of reality and have their practical effects).
However, one can still wish that the critical impulse and the desire to
promote changes in our lifestyle will not be lost with the establish-
ment of this area of research within the historical discipline. All the
books reviewed here make a contribution to this as they dare to
address the burning, bigger issues which narrow empirical studies,
important as they obviously are, cannot reach.

THOMAS ROHKRÄMER is Senior Lecturer in Modern European
History at the University of Lancaster. He is the author of Der Milita-
rismus der ‘kleinen Leute’: Die Kriegervereine im Deutschen Kaiserreich
1871-1914 (1990) and Eine andere Moderne? Zivilisationskritik, Natur
und Technik in Deutschland 1880-1933 (1999), as well as many articles
in related areas. He is currently working on the second volume of his
latest book which will deal with the Third Reich and the Federal
Republic of Germany.
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RICHARD BONNEY (ed.), The Rise of the Fiscal State in Europe c. 1200-
1815 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1999), xii +527 pp. ISBN 0 19 820402 7.
£65.00

The fifteen case studies assembled in this volume were conceived as a
supplement to the relevant issue of the European Science Foun-
dation’s series on the origins of the modern state in Europe from the
thirteenth to the eighteenth century. The purpose of the earlier publi-
cation was to assess the interaction between state finance and eco-
nomic systems, and its influence on state-formation. A comparative
perspective was adopted to allow for an appraisal of ‘national’ fiscal
history within its wider context, and the emphasis was on highlighting
general tendencies rather than exploring the peculiarities and distinc-
tive features of the processes under scrutiny. By contrast, the present
studies take a discussion of theoretical models of the modern fiscal
state as the conceptual point of reference, and give close and detailed
analyses of its early modern European variants. While the broader
approach of the general series prohibited any commitment to one
particular terminating date, the period of time under consideration in
this volume ends in 1815 to acknowledge the crucial importance of the
Napoleonic Wars, which by virtue of their economic impact and fiscal
pressures marked a watershed in the development of the modern fis-
cal state. There are two complementary studies each on medieval and
early modern developments in the ‘core’ European states, including
England/Great Britain, France, and Castile. The following nine stud-
ies examine the fiscal structures of the Holy Roman Empire, the Low
Countries in the Middle Ages, the United Provinces (1579-1806), the
Swiss Confederation, the Papal States, Venice, the Italian States,
Poland-Lithuania (up to the Partitions), and Russia (1200-1815).

The first contribution, by W. R. Ormrod, outlines the develop-
ment of the English fiscal system from the changes wrought on
Anglo-Saxon government by the Norman conquest to the transfor-
mation of the ‘domain state’ from the late thirteenth to the late fif-
teenth century. Ormrod depicts the successive stages of this devel-
opment, the first of which was characterized by the retention of ele-
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ments of the centralized Anglo-Saxon governmental system to which
were introduced the military, political, and fiscal powers of conti-
nental feudalism. The centralizing impetus of the transformed sys-
tem, as epitomized by the creation of the Exchequer, was cut short by
the rising costs of war in the reign of Edward I (1272-1307), which
necessitated the summoning of parliaments and furthered fiscal gov-
ernment by consent. The resulting circumscription of royal powers of
taxation became, in Fortescue’s definition, the distinguishing trait of
the English as compared to the French feudal system. Arbitrary tal-
lages on crown land and the towns, and penal taxes on the Jewish
population until its eviction in 1290 constituted the basis of royal
finances in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The end of the ‘do-
main state’ was brought about by the combination of a number of fac-
tors. These included, most notably, spiralling war expenses, thir-
teenth-century inflation, the agrarian crisis of the late thirteenth and
early fourteenth centuries, which was exacerbated by the devastating
impact of the plague of 1348-9, and the restrictions on royal privi-
leges, such as the auxilium, scutagium, and dona, which the political
élites began to impose through the medium of parliaments. General
taxes began to be levied on the clergy, initially with the consent of the
Pope, and, after 1330, by negotiation with Convocation. Further relief
to the crown came from tolls and customs duties and extraordinary
subsidies. The levying of direct taxes remained theoretically linked to
military emergencies, but as a result of extended warfare between
1290 and 1450, this restriction became ineffectual. However, the end
of the Hundred Years War in 1453 brought a reversal of this develop-
ment and a return to the domain-based fiscal system that outlasted the
subsequent internecine war. The ‘fossilized tax structure’ (p. 40) of the
late Middle Ages, combined with changes in textile production and
trade which entailed a decline in the taxable wool trade, caused a
steady loss in royal revenues. As regards the distribution of the tax
burden, there were considerable differences among the towns, most
of which were undertaxed, and between the north of the kingdom
and the heavily burdened middle and southern counties.

Patrick O’Brien and Philip A. Hunt demonstrate that, following the
intermezzo of Stuart finance based on excises, and the tax exactions of
the revolutionary regime, some successful reforms were implemented
by the Restoration government. In particular, the problem of ‘fiscal
pluralism’ resulting from the existence of a plurality of revenue-col-
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lecting bodies was essentially checked after 1660. Henceforth, 90 per
cent of the royal revenues were accounted for by the exchequer. Tax
farming was gradually abolished in favour of a system of crown offi-
cials, but the positive effects of this change were severely curtailed by
the persistence of patronage. Moreover, smuggling was rampant and
drained away the revenues from customs. The impact of warfare from
the late seventeenth century onwards triggered the development of
the modern fiscal state with its heavy reliance on indirect taxes and
public credit. The aggregate taxes in 1690 made up 2-3 per cent of the
national income, but this figure doubled and then trebled over the
next three decades. By the time of George III’s reign, the share of indi-
rect taxes had risen to 80 per cent, while increases in direct revenues
towards the end of the eighteenth century were the result of Pitt’s
reforms. Bonney’s introductory statements on the exceptional
achievement of the British state in terms of fiscal extraction (p. 3) are
supported by the statistical information in this chapter, which draws
attention to the fact that urbanization, structural changes in domestic
production, and accelerated industrial growth enabled the British
government to impose on its population the highest per capita taxa-
tion in Europe at the time of the French Revolution (p. 63).

The French case is discussed by John Bell Henneman Jr. and
Richard Bonney. Starting with an outline of the fragmentation of gov-
ernmental and fiscal powers in the twelfth century, Henneman gives
an account of the rise of the French fiscal and political state in terms
of a successful expansion of royal power, which was significantly
boosted by territorial acquisitions after 1204. The costs of warfare,
especially after the onset of the Hundred Years War, the collection of
ransoms for crusading monarchs (Louis IX and John II), and the con-
current wish to keep down non-aristocratic interests at the general
assemblies of the mid-fourteenth century persuaded the aristocratic
élites of the need to negotiate for a system of regular taxes that were
effectively, though not intentionally, permanent. The anti-fiscal reac-
tion in 1379-84 which followed Charles V’s military successes testifies
to the resilience of the feudal argument for the temporary and vol-
untary nature of fiscal contributions. In the long run, however, the
crisis of the fourteenth century made a lasting impact in strengthen-
ing royal governmental authority and contributing to the stabiliza-
tion of the fiscal system. The latter enabled Charles VIII (1483-98) to
embark on his military campaigns in Italy.
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Bonney’s outline of the advanced fiscal system of the French
crown in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries demonstrates that
the fiscal dilemma of the revolutionary regime was started by the
National Assembly’s decision in 1789-90 to abolish indirect taxes
without compensation, and that the ensuing difficulties were exacer-
bated by the administrative blunder of the revolutionary regime
which dismantled the system of intendants on which tax collection in
the provinces relied.

The complementary analyses by M. A. Ladero Quesada and Juan
Gelabert, which deal with Castilian finances up to 1808, highlight the
vicissitudes of Castilian royal finance: for most of the period under
consideration, it remained tied to the contractual encambezamiento
system of taxation. The public credit system based on short-term
loans (asientos) and government bonds (juros) meant that an increas-
ing share of royal income from indirect taxes and the sale of titles and
offices was pledged to debt service. The monarch’s fiscal powers
were further impaired by repeated state bankruptcies in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, which undermined the crown’s credit
with its Italian and Portuguese bankers. The series of economic and
fiscal reforms which began with the introduction of a land register in
1749-56, and involved the creation of the ‘Banco di San Carlos’ in
1782 could not solve the problem of spiralling public debt. The crisis
was precipitated by the wars against revolutionary France, and sub-
sequently against Britain, which sparked off a series of tax revolts in
the provinces.

The following four contributions deal with the German,
Burgundian, Dutch, and Swiss territories. Wim Blockmanns’s study
of the Low Countries initiates the reader into the intricacies of the
Burgundian dual fiscal system operated by the court and regional or
local receivers. Eberhard Isenmann, Marjolein t’Hart, and Martin
Körner show that urban units such as the Imperial towns and Freie
Reichsstädte, the Dutch towns, and the Swiss city republics developed
sophisticated instruments for creating and sustaining public credit.
These fiscal sub-systems operated below the level of, or semi-inde-
pendently of, the overarching fiscal structure of the composite states
of which they formed a part.

Further case studies examine the fiscal system of the papacy as
proprietor of jurisdictional rights and services and the fiscal admin-
istration of the papal lands (Peter Partner, ch. 11), the transformation
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of the ‘Serenissima’s’ extensive fiscal administration in the republic
and on the terra ferma (Jean-Claude Hocquet, ch. 12), and the fiscal
techniques developed by the various governments of Naples,
Tuscany, and Savoy. Particular attention is given to the enlightened
administrative and fiscal reforms in Austrian Lombardy and the
Grand Duchy of Tuscany.

Eastern Europe and Russia are brought into focus in the contribu-
tions by Anna Filipczak-Kocur and Richard Hellie. The first high-
lights the obstructive impact of aristocratic resistance in general, and
of the Lithuan nobility in particular, to any reforms that could be con-
strued as an infringement of provincial autonomy. Politically moti-
vated resistance thus prevented the setting up of an adequate tax and
credit system, and entailed continued reliance on extortionate direct
taxation of the rural population. The Russian case is notable for the
profusion of bureaucratic activity: more than 100 government chan-
celleries with strictly defined departmental duties were created
between 1550 and 1800. By contrast, the development of the fiscal
system lagged behind: no national debt structure was created in the
seventeenth century, and the mingling of state and court accounts
continued until the 1760s. The subsequent changes and the spell of
reform activity under Alexander I helped usher in the ‘sophisticated
tax state’ by 1815 (p. 481).

As mentioned, the purpose of this supplementary collection of
essays is to give a fuller and more differentiated picture of the solu-
tions developed in response to the fiscal demands of medieval and
early modern state formation. Some objections might be made to the
editor’s preliminary observations on the ‘predatory’ nature of all but
the Swiss and Polish tax systems if the findings, for example, for the
Holy Roman Empire are taken into account. In assessing the applica-
bility of models of the modern fiscal state, the British case is justly
singled out on account of its refined system of public credit which
proved its viability by sustaining the fiscal burdens of military
defence. To acknowledge the exceptional nature of the British fiscal
achievement is not to deny the relative adequacy, sophistication, and
considerable resilience of such fiscal instruments as were developed
by some of the Italian states, the United Provinces, and the Imperial
towns. There are thus complementary and equally profitable ways of
interpreting the results of these highly instructive studies.
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